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journeymen were said to be decayed shoe-makers. This was a trade
said in 1747 to have recently sprung up owing to the great number of
small makers.127 Some of these small men gave evidence in 1738 as to
the ease with which a garret-master could set up. One said that he
* began his trade with half a crown, and with so small a sum a poor man
may have materials sufficient to make a pair of shoes and maintain his
family*. Another said that if he had had to buy leather in the market
(that is, in the hide) he could not with less than £20 have carried on his
business, 'but buying of the currier, he can begin with 55. and within
two days make tos. of it.. . .* Those who bought leather in the hide
were asserted to be less than a tenth part of the masters. In 1738
there were six or seven hundred masters on the books of the Cord-
wainers* Company, and, according to die small masters, there were
30,000 shoe-makers in London not counting cobblers (probably a wild
exaggeration).
The large masters also gave evidence to the Parliamentary Committee
of 1738: one said he was a shoe-maker and clog-maker, working in
every branch of the trade except boots and children's first shoes; he
had set up with £20, but then employed 162 persons 'from eight years
to seventy*. At this time leather and wages had gone up, though it was
admitted that there were 'a greater number of hands than formerly*,
and the best shoes were sold at the advanced price of xos. a pair; ad-
vanced, because costs were higher, and 'gendemen more curious in
their work*. A master of forty years' standing complained that he paid
2s. 3d. for work formerly done for i4d.; the journeymen *will stand
still sooner than reduce their wages, and some of them can earn 198. a
week*. According to another of the rich masters,
... there are a great number of shoe-makers who work in garrets, and some
of them good workmen, who, if they were not employed as masters, must
then work journey-work, and could get more money in that way than by
working for the curriers, some of them being able to earn 155., some i8s. a
week.126
These maximum earnings one may be sure were possible only for the
man who was helped by at least one apprentice and perhaps a wife.
Both women, and children worked at shoe-closing and shoe-binding in
the eighteenth century. The competition of the large masters and of

